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.
PUBLIC INTEREST IN FOREIGN NEWS

'While the recent debates in Unesco Ite certa'inly focused attention on

1-

the issue of foreign affairs reporting and readership in the,United States,

4
the area is haidly new tocommunications rese*arch. Work in Americl: by'

. .4 I .6

John Robinson,
2
John Lenth3A1 Hester, George Gerbner

5
and Sparkes,and Robinson,

V

among others,
7
has contribgited to the development of a helpful base pf data

and theor y. pverseas, Tiarticul aply in Scaniinavia, this field of research

is perhaps even more developed, with:significant research by Ostgaard,
8t

1
Galtung and Ruge,

9
Sande0, and Karl Rosengren.

11

Still, the literatuYe oh international news flow offers less information

and j,nsight than one might hApe it woulc1EmpiDicaI data-on press perform-
,

ance*is still limited and largelyAescriptive.' Moving from Such descriptive

content anwlysiS studies, researchers have further sought to identify profes-
1

sional and system factors which might-account for the particular patterns of

. -
foreign reporting thus documented. Yet while such studies have become quite

sophisticated in their categories, they still tell-us little about public 1?e-
.

havior per se. Readership studies, on the other hand, have delved into pub-

lic.utilization of available news content, but have paid.very little attention

to foreign news as a discrete Category and have seldom brOken the category

down any further.

To help address this research gap, the project here reported combined the

categories of news flow research with the objectives of readerShin stOdies,

in a'pilot field experiment An audience reaction to and interest in foreign
0

news. In addition to ftoviding more exact, information about public news

habits and and interests, this approach Can also provide an interesting check

4
on the validity for the market place of news values which have been Ilypoth-

;

. esized through news flowyesearch or identified in communicator studies. In the

1P
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fonger term, such an appr ach can provide helpful guidance to the press itself f

by way of suggesting howilau4ence interest might be maximized foi..foreign'Affairs

coverage. ,

News FIaiw Research

-t

Although existing research in news flow and readership might be limited

in what it tells us about audience attitudes and.behavior, this research

does nevertheless provide us with many hinis as to What we might reasonably

expect to find.. Wurking fii:st from the news flow literature as represented

by the studies identified above., a basic list of news values can be drhwn up.

These values are hypothesized to opleratethrough the gatekeepers (reports and'

editors) to determine what events in the "real world" become news.
0

1. Duration: short time span events are more likely to receive-

coverage than continuing developments. They can be quickly

investigated and eported.12

2. Simplicity: simple1events will be reported before complex

events which might be difficult to understand or explain.13

3. Impact: items which are tliought to Hal relevhnc) for the

audience will be selected more often t n matters which have

no immediate bearing.14

4

1

4. Prominence: large scaie dVents will be covered more often than

similar developments pn a smaller scale. Prominencecould also

involve the importance of the persons or countifies itipved

(elite persons and nations.)15

5. Conflict: included here are the areas c*Violence, Crime,

confrontation, catastrophe, etc.. Such matters 11 be more

'often reported than peaceful developments.16
4

6. Novelty: unusual occurrences or oddities will receive press

attention farNbeyond their actual importance. So-called Human

Interest stbries would fall in this category.17

6

7. Affinity: events socially or cultural.ly familiar, will receiye

more attention in the news than the unfamiliar.18

8. Personification: events with strong personal Aimensions will

, receive wore attention than broader social or natural events.19
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While-this list is not meant to be exhapstive, it does represent thetnews

values.which researchers have hypothesized are the most important. In

particular the values of impact and conflict have been singled out as

the qualities of an event.which will most certainly assure attention by

.the news Ad'ia.20.

In a4lition,to event characteristics, Galtung and Rugp in particular

have suggested that two other principles operate,ip the 'reporting of news:

First, the more of these characteristics or news values an event possesses,

the more likely.it is to be selected as news (thl Additive hypothesis).
21

SeAnd, thevalue of stories is enhmiced by stressing, sometimes.stretchitig,

aspects of an event which are judged as particularly newswbrth (the

Complementary hypothesiS)2 lAn example of the Complementary hypothesis

4'4 .

would be the reporting of social.dev-elopments from te perspective of a

p, 410
..

"man bn the street.".
4

Taking such theoretical considerations ftom pews flow research, then,

.
the questi)on is whetar such supposed journalistic news values are also

.

audience news valueS. Which are the more important values,,and for whom?

Is there tilf additive effect, and does it increase the attractiveness of a

story to "play up" certain dimensions, consistent with news value theory?

Readership Studies
A

The vast majority of readership studies have not paid much attention to

foreign news, and those which jave, measured reader interest in foreiin

news per se, with little or no furtherArefinethent of the categdry.

,In 1958, Krieghbaum measured the amount of foreign'wews reading by news

\ paper subscribers, finding that 21 percent read all an& 36 percent read some
I

fotei1 gn new's, He also found that 48,percent of subscribers read all and 29
*". /.

.

!'" .
23

- per'c,nt read Some local pews-. Further, 35 percent of this national -sample

waht more local newsi,:while only 14 percent expressed interest in more inter-

A
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national news- (trêfigures for national news were almost exactly the same as

for international.) On the other hand, a 1969 study found that, proportional\ly,

foreign news was read as much as national and local news. Of all local and'
24

national stories, around 19 percent were read on the average.

Comparing print and broadcast media as sources of foreign news, a study

in Seattle found newspapers preferred over broadcasting in adequacy of

25

coverage of foreign news. Forty 'seven percent thought that newspapers pro-

(

vided the best coverage, 35 percent thought that broadcasting did. Most .

studies, however, have found A general preference for telev*on. Palmgreen

and.Clark found that, in agenda-setting terms,- felevision was the more im-
, 26

portant,myium for national and international affairs. Siinilarly, Raymond

Lee found television preferred when he asked subjects which medium they

would believe in the event of confricting reports on the same ntional. .

or international event over television aila in the newspaper. Seventy,six

percent said they would believe television, 24 percent said newspapers.

On other critical scales, (honest, trustworthy, reliable, expert and sub-

..stantive) television judged significantly better than newspapers.

Only on 101 issue of accuracy was the newspaper judged slightly better, buit

27 28

both media were on the low end of the scale. The nafional Roper polls and

29

a study by Gary Coldevin found people most often claiming television as their

preferred s9ufce of international news. (Still Robinson-found more people
30

had read a neWSpaper "yestetday"-than had yiewed a teleyision.news program. )

Grotta, Larkin and DePlois similarly found some.evidence the public prefers

31

television as a source of foreign news.
6

Otielltiidy which did iry to bridge news flow and readership research; al-

though without any particular attention to foreign news, was cofducted in 1970

32

by L. Erwin Atwood.-. In comparing subscriber's.and newsmen's story preferences,
r

he expected to Tind concurrence.on the priority of conflict as a news and

limited concurrence on the prominence dimension. He found instead.that



relevance (impact) was the publicls preferred news-value, and conflict

second. As expected, prominencg did notemerge as important. He found

<cdifferences when controlling for ,stan i` Ardvdemographic variables, includi
1 '

5

education. (Atwood acknowledges, however, that the meaning of the Impa item

is in doubt due to confounding with economic content,) At000d's findjqg on

the conflict *factor was partially replicated by Ryan in a subsequent study of

the news selection patterns of low SES non-white urban residents. In fact,
341

Ryan generally found that traditional news valueS'(such non-content factors

as proMinence or impact) did not predict selection as much as had been antici-

pated. He observes that perhaps "content fiee news values that journalists

and journalism students are taught to Use in evaluating news" are more
.

complexband less important than has .been supposed.
33

On the basis of such readership research, thello. we should generally

expect to find television the preferred medium for international news, both

in terms of medium dependency and credibility. Concerning the Operation of

news values, there is at least some evidence that priorities.established by

news flow research(i.e.the dominance of conflict or negativism) will not

hold true for the public. Further there is some evidence that such non-content

factors generally might not be totally determinative of reader interest in foreign

news stories.

. Research Questions

The questions pursued in.this-study are in

utilization and-story interest.

A. Medium utilization for international news:

1. Which medium, television or news14)er, is more preferred as a source

of international news?

basic categories: medium

2. What are the dimensions of medium preference how are newspapers and

television judged with regard to such elements as timeless, relevance
and depth?

7 /
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3., Which of the media have the highest credibility for international new

B. Story interest.

I. Which content or non-content factors are more importint in story interest?

2. Does the Additive hypothesis hold when ews values are combined?

,t1

3. Does.the Compleffielitary hypothesis -hold when a basic Story is rewritten

to emphasize different news malues, sucill'as conflict or relevance?.

To supplement the usual demographic controls, t e study also controlled for

frequency of media use, and attitudes related fb foreign affairs and foreign

policy development. The attitude scales were esigned to measure cynicism and'

feelings of personal efficacy in the area of orekgn affairs. These measures

were developed as an extension of the "civic ttitude" effect studied by

Poindexter and McCombs.
34The basic expectation was that persons with high

4

cynicism and low sense of personal efficacy would generally be less positively

inclined'towards foreign news, and wodld have lower attention for foreign,affairs.

Methodology

A systematic random sample of 240 Syracuse, NY households was selected

from the Syracuse te\lephone book. Tntervi!gwers were instructed to alternatively

take the male or female head of household. The sample frame was restricted to

the Southeastern quadrant of the city, with the first sUch, ousehold encountered

within each skip interval taken for the sample. It was understood fhat such

a restrictiop on the sample would result in an above average education and

household income, thus limiting the generalizabilitk of the ftbdings. Inter-
_

'views were completed,for 201 households, 84.5 percent of the tc4a1 sample.

The key patt of the inferview involved an interest ranking by eac

sloject on a selection of stories. A five point sort scale was used, with five

14

representing maximum interest, and one total non-interest. The stories.

^

themselves were fictitious accounfs, written and prepared to.look like attual

stories which had been clipped from a newSpaper.4
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A political and Tconomic story were -pre ed for each of the treatment

types, and used for each country. The other four subjects, however, received

only the "straight" treatment for all countries. The factors and headlines used

follow:

Subject Factors

Politics
Business/economics
Violent crime
Human Interest
Sports

Cultural affairs

The four

Country Factors

Great Britain
Japan
Canada
Nigeria

--Treatment Factors

Straight
Confl i ct eiliphasi s

Impact emphasis
Perlsonification

Headlines used for Subject and Treatment

Nigeria Changes National Laws
Angry Debate'Over Nigerian Legal Reforms

Nigerian Government Follows U.S. Model

A Nigerian Citizen Ponders Political Future

Nigerian Trade Policy Seeks Self-Sufficiency
Nigerian Government Attacks Greedy Merchants

U.S. Profits as Nigerian Imports' Rise
Short Food Supply for Nigerian Housewives
Soldier Shoots Five at Busy Market
Son of Nigerian Laborer Wins Honprs
Nigerian Basketball Team Sets Out On World Tour,

Nigerian Minorities Assert Cultural Identities

countries were chosen to satisfy tWo criteria. First, none

of those chosen were featured in any major news events in the month preceding the

field work. (Two other countries which had originally been chosen were dropped

when political revolutions vaulted them into the headlines.) The media were

alsO monitored to check for major stories during the field work period whiCh

might bias the measures. None occurred. The seco

differences on eliteness and affinity.

9

criterion Was that of provIding

Great Britain represents a familiar

9
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elite country.. Japan is elite, but not cultui.ally as familiar. Canada is

faMiliar, hlat not elite. Finally, Nigeria was chOsen as'both nonfamiliar and

nonelite.

. .

The treatment factors were difficult to apply. The "straight" treatment was

intended to proiride the neutral condirtion, against which the three special

-

treatments could be compared. But doubts linger as to whether adequate treat-
.

ment control was indeed Achieved. Also, it,was subsequently judged that the

impact treatment for the-political story was perhaps more affinity than
Ink

impact. (The stories declared that the political reforms were modeled after

the U.S. constitution.) As a consequencer\full matching o6 treatments .and

countries was not achieved for the political and economic-stories.
1

Besides thwpossibility of sensitization, this total of 48 stories was..

-judged too repetitious and time consuming for each subject to sort. Therefore,

the stories Were divided into four sets, such that each subject'would judge

only,one treatment condition for eath country-subject combination of.the

-'litical and economic stories, and:only'One,country:VIIriation of each of the

remaining subject stories.

,Each interviewer was instructed to systematically rotate through the

four sets of stories. The first s tt would sort set 1, the second subject

set 2, and so forth. As a check on equal administration of the four sets, IP

all interviews wem labeled according to'set used, and tabulations made at

the end of the interviewing. Balanced use of the sets was confirmed. .

This design created some problems for analysis of the resultant data.

When the Main Effects of the,subject, cOuntry, and treatment variables were

tested for, different but overlapping groups had,to be complared. For eXample,

in computing the effect of the conflict treatment, mean scores for all stories

1

with this treatment were averaged together (thus controlling for all variations .
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of country and subject). However, four different,-randomly determined ubgroups

'within the sample accounted for the scores on these Aflict treatment storie;.

One subgroup rated the. Political-Canada-conflict story, but anothp roup rated,'

the Political-Japanconflict story, and bo on. : To provide.for the significance

tests, therefore,each Lbject was represented in more.than one cell of:the

factorial design created by the factor combinations. Consequentily, We had neither

a pure factorial design, nor a true repeated measures design. The more NIserva-

tive approach was taken, and the-cells treatedias independent. AlthougAhis.

'meant more sampling error would be allowed for than would.actually be the case

(given that we did have repeated measures mixed with independent measures), lo

this 1os8 wa's somewhat.compensated for by the artificial inflation of the sample

size frompthe multiple entry of subjectS in the factorial cells. An inlependent

samples T test was used as the test forisignificaht differences.

Results

As *anticipated, the sample was biased towards the hig SES. Forty-,seven

percent of respondents had some college education and another 27.5 percent had

attended graduate school. Only 25.5 perce,nt had no college education. The

sample was about evenly divided by sex (48 percent female and 52.percent male)

and contained a national proportion (11 percent) of blacks. Thirty-one percent

of the samphf was betweeh 20 and 30 years old, 43 percent between 31 .and 60 years,

and 26 percent older than 60.

General news media dt.11ization is summarized in table 1. The n oteworthy

finding is the high level of self-reported newspaper use. This finding is

irsistent with Robinson's data indicating that persons are more likely to have

read a nwspaper recently than to have watched television news. When demo-

graphics were controlled for (See table 2) there'was no significant difference

for general media use by education or sex. Only age is important, with under

30's significantly lower in newspaper reading, and the over 60's watchirig tele-'

ii
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ision netwtirk news.significantly more.

.
When subjects were asked about source for free recall foreign news

stories (discussed-below, see table 8) the.results again fit with current research.
15

Television is the most often mentioned source or first source. ,While newspapers

might generally be .used more frequently, it is television which shows up as the

4

most frequently mentioned source of foreign news stories.

Turning to the scores for he attributes of television and newspapers as

sourCes of foreign news,.we see that television is judged slightly ahead on

currency; interesting news, and considerably so on accuracy. 'Newspapers score

better .on the depth factor alone. (See table 3) 'Once more previous research is

supported.36

In controlling for demographics, some interesting differences emerge (see

Table 4) for education and sex. This data can ,be summarized as follows. Women .

are more positive in their evaluation of television as a source of foreign

news than are men, and women are6more pronounbe'cl in their preference fOr tele-.

vision over newspapers'than are,men. An examinatione table.4 Shows that women

have rated newspapers lower than men did on the individual qualities, and rated

television higher than did men.

Low education subjects judged television news significantly better than,

did high education subjects on several attributes. The most notable gap is found

in perceived utility. Low education subjects are more pleased with the service

of bothInewspapers and television,.but their satisfaction with televisipn is

considerably mbre pronounced. (Alethe pattern for higha education waf similar t)si,

that for men generally, resx)tts were examined when both , re controlled for.

/Y.

Education.was found to operate independently of sex.)

In'summary, then, even though frequehcy of newspaper use is higher for

the enti;re sample than is frequency of television news viewing, television

emrges as the mOre'important medium for foreign news per se. This could
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7

or

'One Set \of queshons Was baSically'Self-reporting (what subjects say do)
. .

04

'while,a second set of questions mpre diLy measured.beWpior Oafpat subjects
; 1

liqüally doe,

.

.. _
. .'" ..,..,
'Thelajority of the s pie '011) self-reported at leost)moderate interest

. f-..,, ,
4,

4 1110
.

in foreign news, with 26 percent -Indicating theyswere very interested and 18%---

-'indicating.slight. or no interest. Further, interest *as founcr.to be highly

.
.

.

.,..

,.Ss,sbciated'wi,th education .(Gamma = -.46 p<',,,001). 'Table 5"provides the results .

.
.

.
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.

'rof q n can'open'ended vestio. onceoing areas of the thworld"at subjects were particularly
.

,

. -,, , 1

0

,
'ipteiegted in',' and tteir evaluation f the adequacy of current amount of news

.,
.

.
...

.. twerave.for these areas. By,the.present data, the. majority of the,sample appear4

1.: .),

v,
,

S.

satisfied with the amount of news-they are currently receiving about their °

-----1-iteferred areas.

.

,

'.
gi.. -

- 1

..L When suNects were asked about types of-foreivq newS - that.is, content
.

. ,

4
,

4 the gt0ry ratimp. This projAve data would lead us to believe their eaders
*
4''V

4

are Sinding too many stories on violerice and few on culture and
.

,

,

areas% kome,,, interesting patterns emerge which.ban subsequently be dOmpared with

2

customs (see Table 6). There is'also an expreSsed interest for MoreAews of,

4
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,, r

"ordinary people" and of sociarproblems in other countries. Sch findings would

.
seemet variance with news flow. research' wherein COnflict has,been identified as di

...
,.,

,

.
"Lr .

0
.

,
.., .),

a news value"kof utmost importance, andPareas such as cultural development are not
f . t

*
,

considered of.high news value. ), In amilying controls expressed interested in both
4 't.

cultural news and social problems corre,late0 highly with education (see Table 6 ).

Eveh in the low eduCation group, ihough, the 4orfty (over 80.%) were satisfied

with present-levels or wanted more.

Key points of these projective measures, then, are.: a majority of the sample

expressed a moderate to. strong interest in fOreign news; but only a small pro-
.

,portion of the tample expressed a desireifor more news from specific countries

OT regibns; strong Majority of the sample wanted less news of violence and

o

more news of "ordinary people,' while the college 40ucated also wanted more

vilturat and social news-..

P
We now turn to the results

,

bf t he behavioral measures, the first of which

is recall of-stories., Table 7 presents summary data on the response to an open-

41.

ended question on news storieslgenerally which caught the attention of subjects
-

, .
.

lover the preceding week. Here we find'J higher level of rechll for international

stories than for local or national. The accuracy of tRe recall was not -e much
."-

. .

. .
.

..

our concern as was the salience.such recall patterns might suggest. ..illis data
1

suggests that foreign news is a salient Category. (Specific attention was faken

ir
f,;

the interviewing to t.mention foreignAews per se prior to l'his question.) /

. Next respondent cifically.asked about "countries whiCh were known to

have been cbvered in
a
the local media over the preceang weeks. Table 9 indicates

` the percentage of subjectsthattTecalled thes stories. 'The numbers are congistent

4 with those for fre recall, with arouhd half of the-sample being able to recall.

four of the stories, 6ut very high numbeig confessing they had seen or heard

nothing
*
about important political developments in Boliva nd Afghanistan.(So

much' for Afghanistianism.)

1 eh;.- ft-4 tit".

f' . -

L*

Nod
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%In controlling for both media use andylemographics, foreign news story'

f.
recall was foufid to be associated with bothlietwork news viewing and education.

The fact that foreign news.recall was found to be more highly aSsociated with

network television 41ewing thae with ifewspalier readership Suggests that the

self-reported.preference for television for Toreign neWs might indeed be valid.

That is to say, television is, currently at least, the more important source of

foreign news for our subjects.

'It should also be noted again that education was found to be correlated with

pressed interest in foreign news, suggestingsa chain of 'reasoning wherein

high education involves mire interest in foreign affairs, which in turn promotes

more concerted attention to foreign news stories. The fact that education was

not found to be associated with media use also suggests the interpretation.that

it is the quality of attention rather than amount of media exposure which

accounts for this higher reCall of foreign news by higher educated subjects.
A

'(1lobinson, on the other hand, has suggested that the better educated have a

ider network of exposure that works independently of media use per se.)
36

. .

Finally, we'come to the interest ranking of the stories (see Tables 10,11

and 12). As a measure of main effecton viewer interest, an average interest

score was computed across all stories containing a particular factor level.

-For eXample, eight stories fehtured the conflict treatment, but each with a

. .

different combination of country and subject,

The most obvious result (see Table 10) is that now the violence factor

emerges as a high news value, despite previous expressions against o much

violence in the news. The reversal is far from total, however, as. he conflict
--/

treatment is a poor second to the impact and affinity treatme(ts. Subjects were

most,in.kerested in our political and economic stories when they were written from

tbe siandpoint of the United States (i.e. U.S. will gain from economic develop-
,

menta, political changes are Similar, to U.S. system.) This is parallel to

4
what Atwood 'found in his sqfdy. of 1oCal and national news. National stories



with local relevance were rated high.
37

A

Table 12 provides an interesting.comparison. Here the rankings,of

subject areas from story rating measures and from projection measures are

compared. at suggests \th4 people underepresent their interest in violence and

overestimate their interest in cultural affairs and human interest. What does

:appear to hord is interest in economics and disinterest in poliiics in forei.(4n

news. The limitation on this interpretation is that the two sets of measures

are'not exactly comparable, as one uses general areas while the other is

based on particular stories.

The story scores also provided some test of the elite nation hypothesis

:(see Table 11.) 'Interest in stories of England and Japan; two elite nations,were

higher than one nonelite nation (Nigeria) but lower than another nonelite

nation,(Canada).- nese figures suggest that eliteness might not be as important

as affinity in determining reader or viewer interest. The high Canadian interest,

hOwever, could be affected by the proximity of Canada to Syracuse. Obviously a

11,

wider range of countries would have to be compared before a clear reading on the

relative importance of these tido factors is possible. 4

FinallAtable 10 Trovides us with a check of the Complementary and

Additive hypotheseS suggested by Galtung and Ruge. If the Additive Hypothesis

were to hold with our stories, the most highly rated story should be tlie business

story written abobt Canada with Impact treatment. In fact this story received

the second highest score, but just .02 points below a similaf story about

Japan, which fits the same pattern. The CompINnentary Hypothesis would be

supported if we found that all Subject-Nation combinations received their

highest interest score with the Impact or Affinity treatment, and this is

4,bri*d what the data shol:t.

In an attempt to increase the explahatory power of the study, subject*,

..
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.

._-

were asked a se4es of Likert saele qUe:stions which meAsUred attitudes toOard

i
.individual efficacy in worTd affairs aild,general cynicisp,tOwards themselves.

.

as an actor in the international arena. It was found, contrary to the expeeth-/
.

.. .

,

.
thin of the.studY, that these attitudes "did not correlate either with general

media use or with foreign news recall: Although there %verb only a few significant '

differences in these attitudes tien controlling for sex and a'ge!considerable
.

. ...

4 differences emerged when cbntrollii,g for education.. (See-Table 15)'. Generally,

less educated subjects were less sufre of their role in world affairs, more will-

ing to leave matters' to goverriment, and more overpowered 'by international

affairs. But.still, even with theSe attitude differences, media use and foreign

news reCa11 t4erenot significantly affected. (It should be pointed Out again

-

n
that foreign news story recall did correlate positively with education, as did

positive attitudes. HoWever,..positive and noncynical attitude still did not

correlate with storY recall.),

DiScussion

It is unclear how one should react to2the prospect that television is in

fact the dominant soUrce of fore4gn news-for:the American public. Certainly

tbe medium is less well suited to in depth reporting than are.newspapers and

-

magpzines, but how important is this fact? Between news magazines and speciaf

newspaper-features, considerable information bnInternational affairs is al-,

ready available to those interested in it. Perhaps further research will show

that; while the public-.1earns about more events with television, they still

learn more about selected events thtougb other sources, including-newspapers.
6^

If such were true, then certainly one implication of this study would not'b

, -

that newspapers shobla de-emphasize foreigm eoverage. Perhaps the implicatidn.
;

is that'ithey'shou.ld play more to their etrength and providelmoreahalysis,
,

with less4concern for a "flews of the day" approach tu foreign affairs.
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The findings of this pilot stddy generally support implications which could

be drawn from general news.flow and readership studies concerning public..pref-. .

erences with regard to foreign news. By using the field experiment approach, .

an thereby supplementing the more common self, behavior,report measures of media
.

. the study has\demonstrated again what Robert Bower discovered,about media behavior:

what people say they., do and what they aetu?Illy do are not always the same. The

of course is that opr experiment involvpd a limited number of story

_chtdcês for subjects.. While the countries used were selected to avoid unnatural

short term salience, country effect must be limited to the sPecific foUr here

.

' .4Aed. AdditPi ional studies with other countries representing levels of elite-, .

.,,., .

. .

v,
. .

ness and Affinity, will be needed for valid generalizations a6out such news
.

.
.

values.

However, manipulation of topic and treatment nevertheless did-produce

signifiCant -diff4ences in interest scores across the sample. Further) these

differences s..rre in the direction.that news flow research would suggest we

predict (even though some of the self-reporting scores tended to contradict

sUch a prediction.) The very iTportant qualihcation however, is that conflict

treatment manipulation did.nbt result in interest scores comparable to those
4

1, for the'sViolent subject. This would suggest that the observed journalisuc'

(..

tendency to emphasize the ne

is n

ive aSpects of events, regardless of subject,

consisient with pNiglic news interests and in in foreign news seleétion.

If a japrnalist wishes to enhance a foreign news item he suspects otherwise

might not attract interest,, it,is the home country angle he should play on

(impact or affinity) rather.than the negative or conflict dimensions. John
1

Hohenberg.was right; then,when he suggested foreign journalists need to ask:

"How do other people solve their problems? Are they like ours? How can we

learn from them? What do they have that will help us? What do they do that

is better' than what we do? Can we Use it to help ourselves?"38
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In suggesting such an approach'to internation eporting, however, we must

#

consider the implicati6s for journalistic values and style generaliy. For

. .

.161te of the attractions of neghtivism or conflict as a news value iR surelY that

it is easy to apply. Properly bridging .between cultures and natl. oiever,

. .
.

.

require,s a certain depth of"understanding,.and careful-investigati he
. .

,

question which then must be asked is first, whether publishers'are'interested

in such journalistic activity; and second, whether American journalists, at

least, are properly equipped to so perTorm? While conflict emphasis ffight

be justified in terms of news values, it might also constitute a default

position, and as such ,be less easily aisplaced.

- Perhaps, most sufprising in this study was the failuressto find meaningful

impact on foreign news attitudes or behaviorby political cynicism and low
*

sense of personal efficacy. Whtle further'study and analysis might yet

reveal some effect, the present data suggests that people plang in there"

lover a 'range of cynicism and sense of personal poWer. There are soli* very

important implications here for coping behavior...Further study needs b

conducted in this area 'to more precistly identiTy the limits of people's

toleranc efore willingness to cope begins to drop off seriously..

Another line Of teasoning, of course, could be that it is desirable to

actually tncrease foreign news and prov.ide a better balance than is perhaps

provided when stories are filtered according to traditional news valuesk,in

which conflict and violence are more likely to dominate.

4

ft(
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Table 1

Frequency of Media Use

I.

Medium Never Once or Twice
a Week

Nearly
Everyday

Every-
day

tota/

"

NewSpaper 5.5% 9.5% 73.1st 100%

,Local TV, News .11.4 10.9 33.3 44.3 .100

Radio News', 22.4 10.9 10.4 56.2 100

Network TV News 22.0 14.9 -26.9 34.3 100

(N = 201)

kv

Id

2 0

f

it



Newspapet

Local TV news

Network TV news

*p f.Ol

1

qr.

Table 2

A

Media Use ASsociated with DeMographics (Gamma)

Education Age Se)i

:t.

N.S. .24*

N.S.

N.S.

no

N.S.

.20* N.S.



Table 3

.

STATEMENT

Media.Evaluations

OVERALL MEAN

On top of-current
developments TV' 4.04**

'Paper 3.89

2. Provider, in diepth

understanding ,
TV 2.79*.

a Paper. . 3.30

3. Reporting is very A

mu

accurate .

Paper

/.96*

2.66

4. Has the kind of
news I like. TV 3.44

Paper N, 5.34

5, What I iTeed to keep

ite11 dnformed TV 3. 43

Paper 3.49

'a

N 201
A-

Where fully agree = 5

* T value significant at the .01 level

71\

Cl

a.

*10
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STATEMENT

1. .0n top of current

2.

4.

5.

f
4

Media Evaluations by-Education and Sex.

LOW ED. MEDIUM ED. HIall .

developments

Has the kind of
news I like.

Provider in depth

understanding

What I need to-keep
well informed-

Reporting' is very

accurate
.\

TV 3.10

Paper 2.71
4 4

TV 4.20 4.10

Paper , 4.00 3.90

TV 540 2.80

Paper 3.57 3.2

TV.

Paper

.73 3.46

2.90-
2.56

63 3.33

TV '3.96 . 3.45

Paper 3.86 3.35

90

3.76 :

2 3

3.07

* *

2.91\
2.74

3,13*
3.0

2.91**
3.17**

,

FEMALE 1' MALE

4.20

3.80

3.02
3.35

3.07 't

3.53
3.24

3.62

3.40

3.-90

3.90

2.59*
3.25

2.90

2.84*

3.45
3'.43

3,25**

3.46

1r,

Where: StAngly agree = 5
Lo144 Ed. no college; Medium Ed. = some college; High Ed = graduate school.

*AM significant at the .05 level, across demographic levels

SI

**AOV significant at the .01 level, across demogniithic levels

r

0-4
(11-



Table 5_

.

Region

Subjects EXpressing
Interest in Foreign

- Geographic

Expressing Interest

News
Areas

from

Coverage Sufficient.,

4

Coverage Insufficient

Asia 49 (24.4%)* 31 (1.4) 18 (9,0)
l

.

Europe . 91 (45.3) 70 (35.8) .21 '(10.4)

Africa 42 (20.0) 19
,

(9.5r 23 (11.4)

M. East 33 (16.4) 22 (10.9) 11 (5.5) .

--!.* per cent Of total sample (N - 201) ,
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Table 6

x
. 0

t .
.

i.

40'

1

n

,

-

.

f

Stbject Area -

.

Silbjects.Expressing
Interest in Subject Areas in Foreign. New's v
.. 4-1?)

. .

Too much'news' Right amount Not enough news
.--

.

4

Association with
Education (Gamma)

.44

Political News 21 (15.4%)*

.

116 (57.7) 49 -(24.4)

io
Economic NeWs 13 (6.5) 109. (54.2) 71 (35,3) 4 .36 Ip<i01)

c; Social Problems .24 (11.9) ! 92 (45,8) 80 4139.8) .43 (p<.001)

Violence 98 (48.8) ,Yr 438.3) 20 (10:0)

t

Ordinary People 5 (2.5) 102 (50.7) 88 (43.8)

. .

. Culture and Customs 3 (1.5) 88 (33.8) 126 (62.7) .48 (p<C.00I)..

;
Vacation and Travel New's (4.0) 127 (63.2) 61 (30.3)

V

9

r.r

*peTcent Of total sample N 201)
, .

4 9,,

0

2 7

to
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Table

. Subjects.Free Re'callof

FOrgign News 'Stories,

Category I Recalled none

Local Stories 111 (55.2%)*

0

National Stories 84 (41.8)

International
Stories i.29%4).

*As perCent of total. Saiitple (N

. Recalled'l

7-7.0

59 (29.4)

60 (29.9)

0-13445

?.0

Recalled 2 Recalled 3 Recalled 4

24 (11.9) 6 (3.0) 1 (.05)

34 (16.9) 20 (10.0) 3 (1.5)

54 (26.9) 14 (7.0 5 (2.5)
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Table 8

Medium Identified as.Source of Recalled

Fdttign'News Stories

Newspaper Pel.erision Radio Magazine Discussion

Stories 66 88,4 ; 36 9 4

4.

,

6

.0.

4.

I (1
4.4 .1

N-

44'



I.

S.

, A

Story Location

S.

Table 9

Number of Subjects Who RemeMbered Stories

Didn't Remember Vaguely Remembered

with Aided Recall

Definitely,Remembered

Russia 60 (29.9)* 11 (5.5) 130 (64.7)

Chnada 111 (55.2) 22 (10.9) 68 (33.8)

W. Germany 168 (53.7) 7 (3.5) 86 (42.8)

Bolivia 183 (91.0) A2 (6.0) 6 (3.0)

Afghanistan 180 (89.6) // 9 (4.5) 12 (6.0)

VietnaM 122 (60.7) / 31 (1-5.4) 48 23.9)

*As percent of total sample (N = 201)

ti

3 0

)4
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Table 10

Average Interest Scores for All Stories (5=Most Interested) ,

1. Nigeria 2. England f. 3. Canada 4. Japan

. A. Political idow V.
(-\

1. Neutral 1.98

2. Conflict 2,06.

Affinity 3.16

4. Peksonification 2.40

2.98

V
1.98

3.24

2.10

2.92

2.92

3.26

2.76

B. Economic

2.82 3.041. Neutral 2.25

2. Conflict 2.90 2.96 3:02

3% Impact 3.17 3.37 3.69

4. personification . 2.41 3.27 2.80

C. Violence 3.31 3.63 3.66

4

D. Human Interest 2.38 2:36

2.87

2,63

2.90

v.,

E. Cultural Affairs t 2.39

F. Sports 2.71 2.82 2.54

3 1

2.21

2.14

3.54

2.07

3.12

3.56

3.71

3.1

3.35

. 2.21

2..64

2.76
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Table 11

Average Interest Rating Scores for All Factor Levels (Slost interested)

4

FACTOR

,

MEAN SCORE

A

NUMBER OF.STORIES

Subject Factor
Political story
(Economic story
Violence story
Human Interest
Cultural event

2.61

3.08

3.49
2.40
2.70

16

16

4

4

4.

SpOrts ,.,
2'1. 71

4

Country Factor
A

Nigeria '2.59 12,

Ehgland 2.87 12

Canada 3.01 12

Japan 2.87 12

Treatment Factor
Straight/Neutral 2.67 8

Conflict emphasi
t. 2.69 8

Impact 3.49 4 .

Affinity 3.30
4

Personificati '2.62 ,
8.

2
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Table 12

Probability Levels for Main Effects (T-Test)

I. Subject.Factor
Pol. Econ. Viol. R.I. Culture Sports

Politics .009 .000. .049 .191 .396.

Economic .000 / .000 .4110a .002

Violence
Human Interest

.000 ,

----

,000

.005

.000

.011
.

Culture
.880

Sports

II. Country Factor
13

Nigeria
.England

Canada
Japan

TreatMent Factor

Nigeria England Canada Japan

,009 .000 -.009

.063 .
.944

.678

Straight Conflict Impact/Affin. Personification

1..

Straight - . .530 ..000 .557

Conflict I.
1......... .000 .288

Impact/Affinity
____ .000

Personification

4

411

3.7



TAle 13

Compantson of Projection and Behavior Scores for'Subject Interest

Subject Area Rank by Interest Rating
ti

Ra k by PrOjection
'1,

!.
ti

Violence 1 5

Busiriess/Economics 2 3

Cultural Affairs 3 1,a

Politics 4 4

Human Intereat 5 2

4

3, 1

"No

.a
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Table 14

Civij Attitudes Associated With
Media Behavior (Pearson r)

ATTITUDE STATEMENT . v. MEAN . NEWSPAPER

SCORE USE

1. Foreign Policy best left

to government

,10

NETWORK TV

4 .
VIEWING

RECALL OF
FOUIGN NUIS

3.73* .09 .02

2. Foreign Policy matters are 2.98 .04 .01 .04

too complex

3. Average Citizen has no S.05 .05 .06 .10

inffhence in foreign policy
.

7
4, World Peace is little paffected '44

4

3.22 .08 .00 '.\ .15 (p=.02)

by how knowledgeable we are*
. 4V:

5. International News leaves me 3.03 ;04. .01 .10

confused

*Where strongly agree = 5
0

3:3



Table 15

Personal Attitudes ApsOciated with Education

,

ATTITUDE STATEMENT pVERALL'
MEAN SWRE

EDUCAiION
MEDIUMLOW HIGH

1. Foreign.Policy best left
to government

_

2. Foreign- Policfmatters are
too cqmplex

3. _Average Citizen has no
influence in foreign policy.

3.73

2.98

3.05

3.02

2.39

2.76

3..93

3.14

3.17

4.02
2

3.24 1.

3.09_

4. World Peace iS litile affected
by how kndwledgeable we are 3.22 2.55 3.32 3.652

5. International News leaves me
confused 3.03 2.67 ,3.12 3.20

1. AOV signifiCant at .01 level

2. ,A0V significant at .001 level

3 ti

11'
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